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Ziccum AB joins innovative financial platform 
for Investor Relations management and 
European outreach
Ziccum AB (publ) (‘Ziccum’) has entered into a partnership with the FinTech 
platform eucaps.com, aiming to offer existing shareholders a new forum for 
news and dialogue whilst also increasing visibility to new investors beyond 
Sweden.

As of today, Ziccum has joined the financial technology platform eucaps.com. A new portal 
dedicated to Ziccum has been launched on the platform, containing new content on the company, 
reports and financials to be regularly updated, plus a secure chat forum for investors, to strengthen 
the resources and dialogue Ziccum offers to investors.

Furthermore, Ziccum, currently listed at Nasdaq First North in Sweden, is gaining visibility in the 
European small-cap segment thanks to this new model with European outreach. Eucaps calls itself 
“the one-stock shop for European growth companies”. It offers access to all of Europe’s small- and 
mid-cap exchanges and is available to investors from all over the world. A key function of its 
platform is to enable companies trading on European stock exchanges to share their offerings and 
increase their visibility with global investors.

Ziccum CEO Ann Gidner: “The Eucaps platform offers great opportunities for us to drive 
international interest in our share, whilst improving investors’ dialogue and keeping shareholders 
nicely updated on our development."

Eucaps CEO and founder Henrik Wagenius: “We are proud that Ziccum has chosen to grow with us. 
Our goal is to enable Ziccum to reach even more investors, through the support available on the 
Eucaps platform, without having to double their workload. We are really looking forward to this 
cooperation and hope to help create new, secure and satisfied shareholders for Ziccum.”

Explore Ziccum on Eucaps: https://eucaps.com/ziccum
Explore Ziccum’s Investors pages: https://ziccum.com/investors/

About Eucaps
Eucaps.com is a platform that brings together all European small and medium-sized listed 
companies and investors in one place. The company creates opportunities for companies to reach 
investors outside their home market and for investors to invest in companies across Europe in 
other marketplaces.
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For more information about Ziccum, please contact:

Ann Gidner,
CEO Ziccum
Mail: gidner@ziccum.com
Mobile: +46 722140141

Fredrik Sjövall,
Chairman of the Board, Ziccum AB
Mail: sjovall@ziccum.com
Mobile: +46 706 45 08 75
 
Ziccum’s Certified Adviser is Erik Penser Bank AB

About Ziccum

Ziccum is developing LaminarPaceTM, a unique ambient drying method for biopharmaceuticals and 
vaccines based on mass transfer, not heat transfer. The technology is offered by licensing to 
vaccine and biologics developers and manufacturers in the global pharmaceutical industry. By 
reducing drying stress to the active ingredient, LaminarPaceTM uniquely enables particle-
engineered, thermostable dry powder biopharmaceuticals which can be easily handled and 
transported and are highly suitable for novel administration routes. The technology has been 
successfully applied to mRNA, peptides, proteins, antibodies, lipids and enzymes as well as 
excipients and adjuvants, and is well suited for industrial application. Ziccum is listed on the Nasdaq 
First North Growth Market.
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